AbstracI -Development of power systems is the most challenging technical issue in the design of ocean regional cabled ohservatories. ARENA and NEPTUNE are two ocean regional cabled observatoly networks with aims that are at least broadly similar. Yet the two designs are quite different in detail. This paper outlines the both systems and explores the reasons for the divergence of design, and shoas that it arose because of differences in the priority of requirements.
f i s is not a particularly well-ordered world, however, and many projects are well under way before the Requirements are finalized In truth, the Requirements of many works of a scientific nature are never well defied. W e participants just lolow, or thlnk they h o w , what has to be done. Certainly in the case of the sub-sea observatories h o w as ARENA and NEPTUNE, the Requirements were at hest in rudimentary form as the projects got under way.
As far as the power subsystems of these two projects were concerned, some Project-level Requirements were defmed for each obsewatory. For ARENA, the challenge was principally to continue operation if not during then immediately following a cable fault. This requirement supporls the need to monitor seismic activity even if that activity results in a cable fault. NEPTUNE'S c"e, on the other hand, was to bring as much power as possible to the subsea science nodes, using a conventional cable of the telecommunication qpe. The assumption here was that more power would enable a wider variety of science. These, of course, were not the only Requirements. There were other Requirements on the power subsystem, and Requirements that applied to other aspects of the observatories, such as the communication system. Ultimately, all these technical Requirements derive from the Science Requirements, a set of Requirements that define the scientific purpose of the observatory.
The Science Requirements, in turn derive from the Requirements that express the wishes of the sponsor. Thus; Requirements can be organized into different Levels addrasing the design or operation problem at different scales. Tbe Table below gives some examples. 
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Requirement comes from major stakeholders, government, multiple obsematoly p a " , funding agencies and sponsors. Requirement is at the Project level, likely something driven by science needs. This is the system level. A system-level RequiTement would involve more than one location, or more than one h d of science, or impact more than one subsystem. This is the subsystem level, and has no impact outside the subsystem. This is the component level. The effect of a trade-off at this level may be limited to a minor pat of a subsystem.
Participants at various levels in the hierarchy are differently involved in the approval process for Requirements, and in the trade-off process for solutions that implement Requirements, as indicated in Table 11 .
Requirements are sometimes adopted iteratively. For example, a science requirement may be generated at the Project level, and sponsors may be informed about it. However, it is likely that the system engineers would be involved in the d e f~t i o n of the Requiremen< and even the subsystem may pmvide input that results in a modification of the original Requirement. Interestingly, the high-level requirements on the two schemes led to some similarities and some differences from the beginning. Both obsematories would be implemented by the use of slandard telecom cable, providing a power and telecommunications infrastructure connecting to shore. Both would enable science to be done at a limited number of 1o:ations of scientdc interest. Both would aim at a long life for the subsea equipment. But while both observatories were to be capable of supporting many kinds of observation, robustnes would have a higher priori@ in ARE", whereas NEFIVNE concentrated on providing a high-power infrastructure for general application.
In. A R E " POWER SYSTEM
Although ARENA has multidisciplinary scientlfc objectives, as does NEPTUNE, seismology bas priority because Japan is located near plate boundaries where catastrophe earthquakes occur periodically. That means the cabled observation network should continue working and monitoring those rare earthquakes even if some portion of the network is damaged by a landslide or a tsunami lhis requirement affects the basic design of the power system [3] .
ARENA was planned with two hunk cables laid one on each side of the plate boundaries This results in a need <or the underwater devices to be deployed and maintained up to 6,000 meters in depth. Consequently, the size and the weight of the underwater devices are to be restricted due to handling capacity of cable-ship or related work vessels.
A. Selection ofpoweriiig met17od
In the ARENA feasibility study [4] , we compared three methods ofpowrring the system. They were (1) Constant current (CC) power-feed system, (2) Constant voltage (CV) power-feed system, and ( 3 ) Hybrid power-feed system that consists of both CV power feed subsystem and CC power-feed subsystem.
As a result of the feasibility study, constant current power feeding was selected as the most promising option. It has many advantages, such as (a) It is robust against cable faults, meaning that operation can continue by the simple expedient of adjusting the voltages at the power feed It can continue operation except for possible short intemptions to prevent damages due to surge currents. (b) It is easy to locate cable faults, as p n m q power lines are isolated from sea water. (c) The electric power circuits in the underwater repeaters are simple and easy to isolate from the sea ground.
(d) Its basic technology is field-proven as it is widely used in the submaine telecommunication cable systems.
There are disadvantages in the constant current power feedmg system. It is not easy to branch electric power into two lines, although power-branching is needed to efficiently deploy sensors two-dimensionally. On the other hand it would be simple for a constant voltage system. Further, most loads at science nodes require constant voltage, so there is the need to provide some sort of converter. There would he conversion efficiency issues.
One challenge of the constant-current scheme is to develop a small and reliable device which branches an input current into two (or more) cables at a branching location. (Of course, if the input current and the output currents are equal, the voltage at the outputs must he lower than that at the input, or the energy conservation law is broken.) We call the device a current-to-current converter, and the node at that location a Power Branching Unit ( €'BU) .
It is also a challenge to develop for the loads a converter of high efficiency that generates a constant voltage murce from a constant cument. While such a device has been discussed by ocean scientists interested in re-use of existing cables, there are not known to be any practical implementations.
The ARENA committee proposed an engineering model of the network s h o w in Therefore, one PBU is required to be able to feed power to the cable of 400!un, which corresponds to an electric power supply of 3.9kW including the voltage drop of the cable.
B. Current-to-mwent converrer
In the feasibility study, a new current-to-current converter was proposed that enabled branching a constant current. Fig. 2 shows the proposed basic circuit of the current-to-current converter.
Fig.2 Basic concept of Current to Current Converter
The input dc constant current is switched with switchg devices FETl and FET2, converted into alternative current, and put into the transformer. The output of the kansfonner is rectified and filtered to make another dc constant current. The output current is determined only by the input current and the winding number ratio of the tmnsfonner. As this basic circuit is very simple, lugh reliabihty and high conversion efficiency can be expected successfully developed a protoiype converter that has an output power of 650W and efficiency of more than 90%. In order to realize a PBU with output power of 3.9kW, six converters and one spare converter should be connected serially. As PBUs practically limits the power supplied to branched segments, high efficiency and small sue are important.
C. Science hiode Convener
A simple way to realize the converter wluch gennxtes a constant voltage source from a constant current is to use 21 shunt regulator. A Zener diode can be used for a shunt regulator, having simplicity and high reliability. This technique is used in submarine telecommunication cable system repeaters Unfortunately, the efficiency is quite low. In the Japanese VENUS project [GI, a science no& converter was realized by a combination of a current-to-cwent converter and an'active shunt regulator (Fig. 4) . Recently, a new way of generating a constant voltage sowce from a constant current was proposed in the ARENA conunittee. Good conversion efliciency is expected for this method. It WIN he examined and will he reported in the near future. Note that a conversion system such as tius will also he generally useful for scientific re-use of optical submarine telecommunication cable systems.
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IV. NEPTUNE POWER SYSTEM
At an early meeting of the NEPTUNE collaborators, the question was asked whether a series system or a pamllel :ystem was capable of delivering more power. Since all land power systems since the time of Edison have k e n pamllel, the assumption must be that the answer is pamllcl, but in tmth none of the then participants could tlunk of why lhis should be. Perhaps the utilily world had opted for a parallel system :;imply because of the Christmas-tree'light problem: a single bulb failure could make a whole string go dark.
Eventually, a small study was done (see hnv:lliieptuneuower.anl.u,as~u~ton.edu for a copy of the report, under Documents / ~i,srem,.lspects / Svsrem-Wide) that showed that a patallel system is indeed capable of delivering more power lhan a saies one. In retrospect, this should perhaps have ken obvious, as the losses in a series system are independent of the load X N~, whereas they increase with the load in a parallel scheme. The efficiency is always better, therefore, in a parallel system. Strange as it seems, even this conclusion was not without its critics, who pointed out that the study's conclusion was based on the maximum power that could be delivered and that in a parallel scheme the point of maximum power is inherently unstable. Nevertheless, the point was fmally accepted, and the " E system was based on a parallel architecture.
A. Features ofpwei?ng method
The NEPTUNE power system would be based on a Constant Voltage delivery scheme. It has none of the advantages claimed for the constant-current scheme:
(a) it is nor robust against cable faults, requiring additional equipment to clear such faults before operation can resume, (b) it is easy to locate cable faults, bur operation must be intempted, (c) standard underwater repeaters may nor be feasible in view of the current variations they will experience during system operation, (d) it is nor used at all i n the submaine telecommunication cable systems, (e) its technology is nor field-proven, and (0 any load on the system requires the use of either a r e m cable or a sea-gromid for the r e m current. (For cost reasons, NEPTUNE uses a seawater r e m . ) However, the constant voltage approach does have some advantages:
(a) branching to create a network of cable is a relatively trivial matter @) the amount of power that can be delivered to a science location is much higher than in a constant current scheme (c) it is a straightforward matter to provide power at constant voltage to the loads.
The power deliveq system that evolved %'as a network of cables sewing m u n d 30 or 40 science nodes, see Fig. 5 , with power king fed by two shore stations, one in Canada and one in the US [7] . Since the power system (like all power systems) is inherently nonlinear, it is hard to specify a rating. However, it is possible to get an impression. Each science node is to be equipped with a converter rated at 10 kW. Load-flow calculations show that all the nodes in the system could be fed with around In Fig. 5 , the anours show the direction of current flow, assuming all loads are equal. As it happens, there is no current between nodes 12 and 13.
E. Svsfemprofection
The word prvrection has a different meaning to a communications engineer and a power engineer To a communication engineer, protection is the provision of an altemative path for information, to be activated in the event of a fault. To a power engineer, protection means the detection of a fault, and the removal of the faulted circuit. It is in this latter sense that we use the temi here.
In a p l l e l system such as NEPTUNE, a cable fault will shoIt the conductor to seawater, and the voltage in the d e h v q network will collapse. (Just how widespread the collapse would be would depend on the details of the network and the location of the fault.) Damage is h i t e d by arranging for the shore station to go into a current-limit mode, and reduce the voltage. In order to resume operation, the fault must he isolated. Isolation requires two things: the location of the fault must be known, and some kind of circuit interrupter must be in place to open the path to the fault. For both of these activities, the appropriate rwolution is the node spacing. There is no benefit to being ahle to clear a fault and energize a cable that does nor include a node; and there is an obvious problem if clearing a fault necessarily means isolating one or more nodes. This h e w the case, the NEPTUNE protection system is designed to isolate faulted cables between nodes. Fig. 6 shows the arrangement.
foul, E
In the event of a cable fault as s h o w the system ~1 1 1 operate so as to open the switches at B, C, D and E before restoring the system vol@e. All science nodes a e still operable. Note that the switches are not circuit breakers. No attempt is made to clear the fault while a large current is flowing (such a current can result !?om the discharge of the cable capacitance), or while the shore station is not in current-hut mode. This approach extends the life of the switching devices without requiring complex current-commutating circuitry.
By powering the circuitry for system protection from a separate high-reliabllity scheme inside the branching wit, dependence on the node power system is eliminated. The result is a robust backbone whose operation is independent of the science nodes [8] . Tlus kind of design maximizes the overall system availability.
C. Science node converter
As the design grew, it became evident that the parallel delively system would require the development of a new kind of dcldc converter: one that would take the incoming voltage (around 10 kV) and deliver a more useable level to the science node under the sea. This converter had to meet two challenging Requirements: it bad to be small enough to fit into a modest-size pressure case, and it bad to be reliable enough that the sponsor would not be required to fund a large numha of ship visits for repairs [9] . In essence, both of these are Level 1 Requirements, dxectly affecting the sponsor.
A modular converter was designed that handles the relatively large input voltage by using many stages in series on the input [IO] . Because each module is small (200 W), it operates at a relatively high frequency (50 IrHz), to minimize component size. This liquid (for example, Fluorinert FC72) has a good electrical withstand, and excellent convection properties. Tests done on a model of the converter indicate that even at full power, the temperature of the switching transistor junctions will be less than 38 C. Such cool operation is expected to contribute to meeting the Level 1 requirement for a long life with low maintenance needs.
V. COMPARISON OF POWER SYSTEMS
Now that we have explored the designs of the power systems for the two observatories, we can compare them. In TABLE III we look at the similarities and differences in some detail. ARENA and NEPTUNE are two scientific sub-sea networks with aims that are at least broadly similar. Yet the two designs are quite merent in detail, one being based on a saies power delivery architecture and the other on a parallel approach. The designs differ because of differences in the Requirements levied on the two networks one had lo operate even in the event of a major &quake and a concomitant cable fault; the power delivered could be limited by PBUs: the otha was pemitted to shut down and restart following a cable fault; but a hgh power level was required to be delivered. There is no righr or wrong about thisl each observatory meets the requirements set foi-it.
The work done on the two projects reported here pronuses to be beneficial to other ocean observing projects. In particular, the new bardwax developed, the current-to-current and currentto-voltage converters, and the modular dc/dc convafer, hold out the promise of simple adoption on other nehvorks, whether they are new or wlll involve the re-use of existing cables.
The choice of powering systems for future cabled ocean observatories will evidently not be restricted by the capability of the electronics.
